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Perspective

inside

half a century’s worth of

wisdom

Naas van der Merwe has been involved in primary agriculture for 50
odd years and has seen and experienced a lot. Today he is chairman of
the Ceres Business Initiative and the kingpin of the well-known
Môrester Boerdery in the Koue Bokkeveld. He is grateful for his past,
but focused toward the future of agriculture. At the end of yet another
eventful and exceptional year, Naas shares some of his magic.

A family business in primary agriculture isn’t an easy life. Certainly not if you add all the current challenges we face nowadays.
But the opposite is also true. You’ll battle to find better opportunities where all population groups in South Africa can build
together on the same future than in primary agriculture. Allow me to share some lessons with the new generation of today:
Never loose hope and create inspiration in everything you do. In this game, you begin every year anew.
Leaders must give direction and must use challenges as opportunities. Cleary stipulated expectations, ambitions and end
results need to be set.
Celebrate every success with everybody. We do not only share in the challenges, but also the joys.
Otherwise believability and positivity go out the window.
Leaders do not get respect for nothing. You get it by creating trust and integrity in everything
you do. But you can loose it with one ill-judged word or deed.
A serving leader will have a positive effect on his people, especially if he or she also looks after
them outside work circumstances. The proverbial second mile that you walk with someone
often is the difference between success and joy, or failure and despondency.
Make use of external experts to maintain a healthy corporate governance.
It’s a great investment in sustainable success.
After many decades in the Witzenberg I am grateful for all the opportunities
I’ve had so far to help make it a better place for all our people. Many a
success story can be told about Witzenberg, especially the PALS initiative
that originated here, but which is now spreading all over South Africa,
helping to create wonderful opportunities for all South Africans.
We must celebrate these successes by living and letting live, by
empowering people and by being exceptional custodians looking
after the land for future generations.
With Christmas and the festive season around the corner, I wish you
a merry time and the blessings of our Father and may 2022 create
even more harmony for all of us standing together.
Hamba kahle.
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the secret
is to be in
Harmony
Hein Jurries is today the chairman of the
trustees of the successful empowerment
farm Harmony in the Koue Bokkeveld and a
board member of PALS. It all began
because he needed to take at least six
subjects in high school.
“I took Agriculture as a subject, never even dreaming I’d become a
farmer, but I didn’t know what else to take,” he begins his story.
However, after finishing matric with good results, it earned him a
bursary to study further at Kromme Rhee Agricultural College.
After completion of his two years in 1990 he was offered a post of
production foreman at Morester in the Koue Bokkeveld. And so his
long road and friendship with Naas van der Merwe began.
Naas and the management of Morester saw the potential in Hein
and sent him back to college to do a farming management course.
After that he was put in charge of his own fruit production section.
“It was a big challenge, but by now I was hooked on agriculture!”
Hein reckons.
In 2002 Naas, the Morester management and the permanent
workers started talks around the hot potato subject of
empowerment, land repatriation and transformation with the focus
on Harmony, a farm adjoining Morester and already part of the
Morester stable.

Hein Jurries in one of the onion fields on Harmony
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In 2006 Land Distribution for Agricultural Development (LRAD)
granted the funding and the board of trustees, under the
chairmanship of Hein, bought the farm. However, owning a farm
doesn’t make you a farmer. You need infrastructure, water and
know-how. To make it work Morester and the trustees formed a
joint venture called Harmony Farming. (A typical PALS structure
already, about eight years before the formulation of PALS.)
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Morester supplies the infrastructure and mentorship while
the trustees supply the farm and doing the work. The profit
is split 50/50.
In 2018 Harmony Farming became part of PALS. Maybe one
can ask if it was necessary to join PALS if they’ve been
running the same basic formula for 12 years already. Yes,
absolutely, Hein would tell you. On the one side, with PALS
on board, the Harmony formula became even more in tune.
The clout it brings in terms of new development like
Harmony planning a new fruit project for which they will
need more water. Enter PALS with a lot more knowledge and
experience in negotiating water rights. A shortcut to getting
the fruit trees up and bearing. With PALS as part of the mix,
their expertise in terms of negotiating, planning, structuring
frees the farmers up to do what farmers do best. Farm.
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In addition, Harmony Trust and Morester are at present both
50% shareholders in Harmony Farms, the business. The
future goal is to slowly but surely swing that shareholding
towards a 100% for the Trust without dropping the baton.
Now we are talking PALS expertise.
“And on the other hand, with more than 15 years in this
structure, we can add some insights to PALS too. Naas might
have retired now, but he still has a lot of wisdom to share,”
Hein conclude. (Read some more of the Naas wisdom in the
Intro of this edition.)
Then, all in all, it is not a surprise that Hein became a director
of PALS in 2020. Just because he took Agriculture by chance
as a subject in high school.
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Overcoming
agriculture’s
unique challenges

– an FNB story

Agriculture poses unique challenges to smaller commercial and
black-owned farmers looking to grow their operations – which
is a crucial objective in order to create increased participation
in the agricultural value chain. These challenges are wellknown to most of us. The first challenge is access to capital.
Without owning land to be used as collateral, it is difficult for
farmers to access finance to expand. This has a direct impact
on the actual cost of funding as projects would be perceived as
carrying a higher risk profile. The second challenge is the long
timelines involved. Some commodities only begin to generate
income years after planting, and it can be up to a decade
before decent profits begin to be realised. If you then add
other challenges like the lack of own equity contributions,
financial and governance track record, access to markets and
market information, it does look a daunting task to finance
transformation projects.
It’s a Catch-22 that can only be overcome through innovative
approaches to partnerships and risk share agreements. In
reality, there is no silver bullet solution to these challenges.
Solutions requires a lot of thought, innovative ideas and
multiple like-minded partnerships based on trust.
It is particularly encouraging to see the appetite from existing
commercial farmers to be involved in such partnerships – not
because of any intrinsic benefit to themselves, but because
they understand and value the opportunity to grow and
strengthen the sector, and the underlying need for sustainable
transformation. A typical funding structure will involve a
partnership between an existing commercial farmer who offers
expertise and skills, mentorship, off-take, transport and
equipment, and a farmworkers’ trust or communal property
association. Together they establish a new operating
borrowing entity that is a viable farming venture, that can own
or lease land, and in which shareholding is confirmed by
contributions and dividends create wealth. The commercial
farmer receives access to resources and discounted capital,
and the emergent farmers are able to purchase land, receive
training and skills, and access off-take, transport and
equipment.
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FNB’s agricultural support initiatives, which run into the
hundreds of millions of Rands, are aimed to surmount
these challenges, and to support skills creation, wealth,
access to markets and land-ownership amongst small
commercial black farmers. Some of these initiatives
include leveraging public/private partnerships to facilitate
economic inclusion. The cost of funding transformational
agricultural projects remains an obstacle as many are
start-up/greenfields ventures with no historic trading
record. Interest rates for these initiatives will always be
at a premium because of the risk profile, often making
credit unaffordable. Within this context, FNB Agriculture
entered in an agreement with development financiers,
which offered a $50 million (approximately R725 million)
facility at reduced interest rates. The lower funding cost
benefit is passed on to qualifying transformation projects
which creates a direct interest rate benefit. In addition to
this, FNB Agriculture also implemented a Khula Credit
Guarantee Facility which provides up to 80% collateral
cover for qualifying projects. This facility solves the
challenge of collateral which emerging farmers are in
many instance unable to provide. FNB is also focused on
supporting resilience in what is an exceptionally climatevulnerable sector, by keeping climate risk in mind when
creating financial solutions.
Our partnership with PALS dates back for many years
and FNB is a proud sponsor and supporter of the PALS
framework for land-reform models. Their approach is
based on sound business and legal structures and
principles with the aim to assist emerging black farmers
to become successful commercial farmers. The
framework is build on sustainability, equality and trust
which aligns to the approach followed by FNB when
considering transformation initiatives.
FNB Agribusiness will continue to support the
transformation of the industry and is committed to
growing a larger base of black commercial farmers and is
proud to be associated with PALS.
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1994
revisited
The year 1994 was a milestone in the history of South Africa. The year Nelson
Mandela became president. The year total democracy was born. So much has
happened in the years to follow up to date. Whether good or bad is neither here nor
there; it happened. However, the year 1994 gave birth to more than most know about.
Arno van der Merwe is the son of Gerrit and Sandra van der
Merwe. After school he did B.Com Agriculture and Logistics at
Stellenbosch University. In his holidays he did some work at an
agricultural consulting firm, helping to put environmental,
social and governance (ESG) projects together for a mine.
He’d put everything in to make the feasibility study work on
paper, but six months later, coming back for another holiday
working stint, he’d find nothing came of it. It made him quite
despondent.

“I wanted to see things come to fruition. From the Excel
sheet to the trees to the harvest. Amongst all this my folks
did not want me to come and farm. They wanted to save
me the risks of this profession, from drought to the current
political climate of our country. So they kept on sending me
back to varsity. But I always knew I would never forgive
myself if I did not at least tried to make it happen,” Arno
explains. And he is making it happen on Knapdaar in the
Sandveld near Aurora. In addition to the onion, potato and
rooibos farming, the business now also boasts blueberries.

Arno with production assistant Westley George (middle) and production manager Simon Mabeta on the right
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Even more importantly than that Arno felt he had a
responsibility. A responsibility to the key personnel on
the farm that has been slogging away, day after day,
season after season, ensuring that the crops turn out
tops, bringing in the money. Money that, amongst
others, paid for his education. Not only was his
responsibility towards being the next generation
farmer of the farm Knapdaar, but he wanted to be
involved in helping the farm workers to get their own
piece of the action. Part and parcel of the new South
Africa.
“There has been attempts before to assist them in
something like this, but due to a lack of knowledge and
expertise it failed. That’s why we are now partnering
with PALS. We currently are renting the farm Langvlei
with an option to buy. PALS will help us set up the
structure to get it up and running. My hope and vision
is to make it a working project including our farm
workers. They gave so much to help me get
empowered. It is my wish to help to empower them. In
the positive.”

“There has been attempts
before to assist them in
something like this, but due
to a lack of knowledge and
expertise it failed. That’s
why we are now partnering
with PALS.”

Sorting potatoes on the extractor

Potato harvesting on Langvlei

The wise words of Arno van der Merwe. A young man
of 27 years of age. Being born in 1994 he is exactly as
old as the democracy of the New South Africa.
The new generation, the new South Africa an PALS.
We shall overcome.
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Harvesting blueberries on Knapdaar
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The sa pals symposium and
the new kid on the block:
Mpumalanga pals
On 21 October 2021 it became clear that agriculture in
South Africa is strong and healthy, capable of more than
mere survival. Irrespective of whatever challenges, the
agricultural sector is going places. To prove this point, look at
what happened in the last two years. End of 2019, PALS had
a symposium in the Koue Bokkeveld just outside Ceres. That
was because then PALS was PALS Witzenberg, where it
originated.
A year later, president Cyril Ramaphosa commented on PALS
in parliament: “The PALS initiative is a practical example of
inclusive economic growth.”
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Another year later, on 21 October 2021, there was yet
again a symposium, but this was way up north in
Mbombela in Mpumalanga. Because this symposium
included the launch of yet another regional PALS,
Mpumalanga PALS.
Yet yes, because Maluti PALS in the Eastern Free State
preceded them and is up and running. Many PALS regions
make reform work and many PALS regions make up SA
PALS. Many key people gathered this day in the Mbombela
stadium to contribute to this meaningful milestone and to
share their knowledge to take SA PALS to the next level.
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“Building this more inclusive farming sector is the most sensible
way of going about solving the agricultural development issue.
The untold story is that there is a lot of positivity and
constructive engagement in South Africa.” Chris Burgess,
Editor, Landbouweekblad, and master of ceremonies on the
day

“As a Lowveld attorney, it is inevitable that your client base will
consist of commercial farmers, so it wasn’t long before I was at
the coalface of land reform an restitution. Land reform for all of us
was always on a macro level, but that time is over. Each of us
must do something about it. What we have here now with PALS is
an honest attempt to change things.” Leon Doyer, lawyer and
director of Mpumalanga PALS

“The ARC has failed miserably to make an impact on land reform.
Purely because of politics and issues. When PALS approached
ARC I thought to myself we might be able to change things
together. I hope ARC in other provinces will also partner with PALS
to make sure the land reform process is a success for our country
and the future of our children.” Dr Yolisa Pakela-Jezile,
Agricultural Research Council and director, PALS Mpumalanga

“I liked what PALS said: You give and the other guy gives. There
are no passengers. So for future colleagues in Mpumalanga who
want to form some partnerships between black and white, it has
to be win-win. And no tokenism. Partnerships should be based on
mutual interest. And respect. They must be goal oriented,
practical and achievable.” Dan Mosia, entrepreneur and PALS
farmer near Robertson
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“Land reform is not a land problem, it is a relationship problem. We
can transfer a lot of land, but if we don’t have relationships at
ground level, we haven’t achieved anything.” Piet Potgieter,
Maluti Farming PALS

“Congratulations on the launch of Mpumalanga PALS and be
assured you’ve got the support and endorsement of AFASA both
in the province of Mpumalanga and nationally. PALS bridges the
divide.” Nakana Masoka, secretary of the African Farmers’
Association of South Africa

“Mentorship is the key to success. I’ve made a success because
of the mentorship from white commercial farmers. Working
together we are going to make it happen.” Jeremia Mathebula,
grain and cattle farmer from Amersfoort

“The PALS system provides a nurturing ecosystem that mitigates
against risk factors by the expertise that exists within this
partnership which is long term and leverages experience. It should
be the easiest thing for financial institutions to back them,
because in their universe, everything has been spoken about.”
Zaheer Dindar, managing partner at BeyondSoil
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“Government can’t farm. Full stop. It’s time that we as farmers,
white and black, must get it going. When people learn first hand,
they become representatives who can speak for themselves. We
must recognise the past. It is what it is. That’s the beginning of
the healing. I want to come back to Mbombela in a year when you
have your AGM and address thousands of black farmers.” Lennox
Plaatjies, director and former chief operating officer of PALS

Keynote speaker – Dr Reuel Khoza, businessman, avocado
farmer and former chairperson of the boards of Nedbank and
Eskom:
“After doing my bit in corporate SA, I decided to participate in food
security. It all began in high school where I had Agriculture as a
subject, getting 96% in my final exam. It made me despondent. This
was in the sixties and if you were black, you could only work as a
farm labourer. That is history.
“What do we do today? We do PALS. And I certainly want to be the
pal of PALS because it works. If other people have succeeded, learn
from them. You will be stupid to reinvent the wheel. I learnt farming from Hall and Sons. And now I farm 200 hectares
of avocados and macadamias as well as having the second largest packhouse in SA. When we started we employed
90 people, today it’s 350. Because we were willing to learn and there were those willing to teach.
“There is a need for orderly land reform and a huge legitimate desire from black emergent farmers. I plead with you
who have generations of knowledge in farming to partner with them. Otherwise we may very well be sitting on a
powder keg. In fact, the PALS initiative should not only be in farming, you should have it even in politics. The workable
solution for us as farmers, for us as a country and a nation, is actually in our hands. By partnering, South Africa will be
stopped from becoming a basket case, but become a bread basket for Africa and the world.”
--ooOOoo--

Some words of wisdom spoken at the SA PALS symposium and Mpumalanga PALS launch. Right at the beginning
of the event, Chris Burgess said that the untold story is that there is a lot of positivity and constructive
engagement in South Africa. That story is now being told loud and clear, chapter by chapter.
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success
is a strategic alliance

by prof Marius Ungerer
Prof Marius Ungerer is a faculty
member of University of Stellenbosch
Business School and his specialist
areas are strategic management and
strategic leadership.

Experts in strategic management have consensus that for an
organisation to be successful, the key role-players in the organisation
need to make the appropriate strategic choices at the right time.
Firstly, it’s a where to play and how to win scenario. Secondly, these
strategic choices do not mean a lot if it is not executed over time.
Strategic success is therefore the combination of an ability to choose
between strategic options, identify the most viable ones, and then to
execute these prioritised strategic choices and focus areas excellently.
In the short- and long-run the acid test for strategic success is clear:
How many of the critical strategic choices were implemented
successfully?
PALS is a well-proven and successfully applied approach to the
complex and challenging subject of land reform; a strategic solution
based on an integrated framework to execute reform of agricultural
land ownership in such a way that it also contributes to economic
growth, job creation and social harmony. The PALS framework
proactively addresses the how to of land reform, value chain
transformation, social and skills development and promotes job
creation, social harmony and economic growth in the agricultural
sector.
The time has come for all stakeholders in the agricultural sector to
actively start engaging the PALS framework to facilitate land reform,
skills and social development on a local level and mobilizing current
PALS enablers to increase value creation in the agri-sector for multiple
beneficiaries and stakeholders. The PALS framework assist
participants in the execution of a strategy. In strategy it is known that
only those things that get executed, actually counts.

“The PALS framework is an
important companion to a future
that features economic growth,
job creation and social harmony.”
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Another feature of successful strategies is the willpower of decision
makers to change the current performance trajectory of their intended
strategy. PALS is a powerful approach to change and transform the
current landscape in the agri-sector on a basis where shared value is
created by increasing the contribution value of an entity in the agrivalue chain. This results in a zero-plus game for all stakeholders – the
industry outputs increase.
Are you part of this positive movement to create a more inclusive
future for role players in the agri-sector? If not, now is the time to
engage with participants and role-players who are familiar with the
PALS methodology. The future is created today, one step at a time.
The PALS framework is an important companion to a future that
features economic growth, job creation and social harmony.
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What is the state of pals
in the Free state?

Good progress with projects, connecting with important role
players and establishing local capacity regarding legal
services has been made. During a board meeting of Maluti
Farming Pals on 29 September 2021 progress of projects as
well as the budget, membership status and the funding
model of the centre were discussed.
Importantly, the initiation and implementing of various
projects got underway as well as the connection with role
players with the focus on strategic partners. However, the
next few months are critical to create momentum and
membership for the PALS Centre. This will be done by
refining generic cattle and sharecrop models to
accommodate the PALS structure. A number of potential
projects to be implemented is in the pipeline, including
perennials under irrigation as well as grain and cattle
farming.
Progress on the Nonyana Fruit project (report in the
September Perspective) includes finalised agreements and
the erection of essential entities. The best news is that the
project got a boost with a visit from FNB Agribusiness for
potential financing. (Also read FNB’s take on overcoming
agriculture's challenges in this issue.)
Maluti Farming PALS is slowly but surely finding its feet. In
2022 the footprint in the Free State will take bigger shape.
Within the first quarter of next year there will be an
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information day focusing on presenting practical cooperation
models to farmers in the region which will be followed up by
a series of interactions with local farming groups to give the
concept of PALS a boost.
Piet Potgieter, Manager, Developing Agriculture at VKB and
director of Maluti Farming PALS sums up the road ahead in
10 bulls eye points:
PALS enables greater inclusivity in agriculture
Builds a bridge between land reform and business
principles
Offers a vehicle for private sector to engage in land
reform
Provides an enabling environment for wider stakeholder
participation
Local wisdom and knowledge is harvested (principle of
localisation)
Serves as a regional implementation arm
PALS centres offer a one-stop-shop for partnerships
Creates an environment where farmers feel safe to
engage in partnerships
PALS adds value as an independent third party
Offers a positive role to create trust.
It might be that Rome wasn’t built in a day, but Maluti
Farming is ready to rock and roll. With PALS.
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Nduli pig farm
in the making

They were there in the Ceres Valley Church Hall on 17
November. Since May this year they had regular meetings
and discussions regarding their future as pig farmers. This
meeting on the evening of 17 November was to reaffirm
their dedication to form one entity as 20 shareholders and
to establish a new commercial piggery. They agreed on
action steps to implement the vision of Nduli Pig Farming
(Pty) Ltd as a commercial piggery.

coordination via PALS and advice from local experts using
material procured from businesses also with the assistance of
PALS. It is time to take action. Government will hopefully
fence the 11ha farm and upgrade the Nduli sewage pipeline
to stop further spillage and pollution on the land.

The meeting and training session was attended by the
shareholders, the mentor Era Tredoux as well as Yongama
Femele and Gerrit van Vuuren from PALS. Proceedings
started at 18h00 after most of the attendees put in a long
hard day’s work. Chairman Cavis Tshambu opened the
meeting with a prayer as is traditional in South Africa where
farmers come together.

Chairman Tshambu said that for five years they tried to farm,
but nothing has improved despite them requesting assistance
from local and national government. Now, recently since
they requested PALS to become involved, they see things are
moving forward. PALS for example facilitated the leasing of
the land and arranged a mentor for training and advice.
George Xhantibe said: “We must show commitment and be
willing to work hard, attend training sessions and show
ourselves and the community what is possible if we grow
together with PALS.”

The chairman of PALS, Heinrich Jantjies came to deliver a
message of support. The shareholders decided that if
government funding or support will not be forthcoming,
they will then build the new piggery themselves with

Yongama says that the aim is to establish a clean, hygienic,
communal commercial piggery before the next winter. “We
believe it is possible with the shareholders and stakeholders
from the community joining forces.”

Barend La Grange helping out during a visit to the Nduli pig farm
PERSPECTIVE | DECEMBER 2021
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An outside perspective

Barend La Grange on PALS

This is the column where Perspective asks well-known opinion formers to give their
views on PALS and its mission.
Barend La Grange is the chief operating officer (COO) of Privilege Foundation,
aiming to look after the interest of children. Previously he was the COO of the
registered non-profit organization, South Africa Day, an initiative to promote
nation-building and a better future.
Barend recently visited PALS Witzenberg in Ceres and said afterwards: “I was aware
of the PALS model, but the real realization of how successful this initiative is already
and the impact it has as a model on how land reform can be further expanded in a
practical and sustainable way only became clear last week with my visit to Ceres and
the environment and conversations with all the role players. Visiting nine of the
PALS projects and engaging with the black and white farmers was an eye-opener.”
(Read more about it elsewhere in this issue.)

What is your perspective regarding the effectiveness and success
of PALS in terms of the following angles?
Political:
Business:
With our history where everyone in South Africa did not have
equal opportunities to own land and produce food, land reform
is undoubtedly the most important political agenda item.
However, land reform is not a simple matter. This is evidenced
by the many unsuccessful attempts over the past number of
years.
However, with its inclusive approach and clear plan, model and
proposed structure, PALS has placed confidence that it is
possible to bring together emerging farmers and established
commercial farmers as partners and shareholders. The right
approach was followed to consult with the local communities,
the local and provincial authorities, to the highest level of
national government. The procurement of all role players and
interest groups was of cardinal importance.
This allayed initial mistrust and the fact that the PALS
framework fits in perfectly with the National Development Plan
(NDP) further strengthened confidence that this initiative
should be expanded nationwide. The public acknowledgment
by President Cyril Ramaphosa that PALS’s initiatives are an
example of how land reform goals can be achieved is a
testament to the success achieved over the past seven years by
PALS with innovation and a lot of hard work.

Profitability is the key in the long run to execute any land
reform on a sustainable footing. The transfer of land and
production are not separate from each other.
Innovative well-thought-out projects such as PALS
contribute to sustainable economic growth, ownership and
job creation. The model, which is also based on mentoring
and training emerging farmers, will further stimulate the
sustainability of inclusive economic progress.

Transformation:
Transformation in South Africa is a process, a long process,
but in agriculture an even longer process due to the nature,
complexity and importance of the matter. Transformation
and food security go hand in hand. There is no easy and fast
way. Radical economic transformation is not the solution,
but the PALS partnership-driven land reform model has
proven that since its launch it has been the most successful
and sustainable plan to finally establish a class of profitable
black farmers who can serve as an example to the rest of
the country. Real transformation is – where social cohesion
is also promoted in the process – established black farmers.

Although Perspective will publish opinions gladly, the views are not necessarily that of PALS who will respond to
comments if deemed necessary. We also welcome your comments. Write to Perspective at: editor@sapals.co.za.
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